McArthur on Schedule

The challenges of renovating McArthur are manifold, but so far none have proved to be insurmountable and the project remains on schedule for completion by November of this year. At that point the extended library, careers and computing facilities will be opened. The rest of the building will accommodate all the subjects and educational services currently in School House, to allow for the refurbishment of that building.

When School-House is refurbished, Business Studies and Moving Image Arts will then move in to their purpose built classrooms in McArthur. Every pupil in the College the opportunity to avail of the resources and research facilities that will be installed, allowing them to pursue studies and develop skills that will equip them to lead and succeed in a digitally connected learning and working environment. This imposing blend of a heritage building with cutting edge facilities will provide an experience that will stimulate, excite and inspire our pupils, giving us a resource that we can use for their benefit and the community’s.

TARGET: £2.1 MILLION